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Introduction

Two principal laws and other regulations: 

• The  Digital Administration Code (D.L. 82/2005 updated in D.L. 
n. 235/2010) that gives regulations about the creation of e-records 
for the public and private sector
• The Code of the cultural and landscape heritage approved in 
2004 (D.L. 42/2004) that gives criteria for the safeguard, 
conservation, access, and consultation of  the Italian archives 
(public and private)
• The Civil Code, the Anti Laundering Money law and some 
fiscal laws contains regulations on the retaining period of some 
kind of records in financial institutions



The presentation in divided in three parts:

Part 1.
The Digital Administration Code and the 

current archives in Italian institutions

Part 2.
The Italian Archives under the Code of the 

cultural and landscape heritage

Part 3.  
Regulations about the retention period of 

some documents in financial institutions



In this section we are going to briefly examine the 
DAC, especially the articles concerning also the private sector, 
in order to get an idea about the current archives in Italian 
institutions. 

The Bank of Italy ERMS, designed following the 
existing legislation, will be also illustrated.

Part 1/1
The Digital Administration Code and the current archives



The DAC applies to both private and public bodies

The DAC basic purposes are:

•the electronic communication is the “first” means to get in contact with 
the authorities 

•the web must be used to make payments to the authorities and to 
exercise the right of access to the administrative documents

• the public administrations and the private institutions create the 
original of their records through electronic means

• the e-records are fully valid and effective from a legal perspective like 
any signed, hard copy document

Part 1/2
The Digital Administration Code and the current archives



With reference to archives, the DAC cornerstones are:

•dematerialization of the records
•legal value of the digital signature
•use of the certified electronic mail (PEC: posta elettronica 
certificata)
•digital archiving and digital substitutive storage 

Part 1/3
The Digital Administration Code and the current archives



Part 1/4
The Digital Administration Code and the current archives 

The past: 

•In the Bank of Italy the current archives have been operated on the basis 
of an electronic registration and filing plan since 1989. 

•The “old” system interested only the Head Office: the records were 
created trough word processing applications and only internal 
communications were managed electronically

•This system was redesigned in 2003 and it was extended to all the 
branches of the Bank, but it remained only valid for internal 
correspondence.

The Electronic Record Management System in the Bank of Italy



Part 1/5
The Digital Administration Code and the current archives 

The Electronic Record Management System in the Bank of Italy

The present

The new ERMS characteristics:

•it was designed between 2008 and 2009 and put into operation in June 
2009
•the guidelines were elaborated by an internal working group (also 
archivists from the Historical Archives were in the group)
•it is based on a package developed by the Italian company SIAV s.p.a.
•there is a new record classification plan - the same for all the branches 
and units 
•there is a unique responsible for the handling of all the records
•there is a unique protocol register



Part 1/6
The Digital Administration Code and the current archives 

The Electronic Record Management System in the Bank of Italy

The present

The practise:

•we create our records directly into our ERMS 
•we digitize every records we receive
•we register in the ERMS the text and metadata of each record (reference 
number, date, object, sender/receiver, classification from our own 
Business Classification Scheme, case file)
•only the records managed by the ERMS are considered as official
•no retention schedule is applied to the e-records produced from June 
2009 



Part 2/1
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

In this section we will look at the Code of the 
cultural and landscape heritage and the regulations for the 
public and private Archives 

A brief outline of the Historical Archives of the 
Bank of Italy practice and organization will be also 
provided



Part 2/2
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

The archives regulated by the Code are:
•the State Archives, 
•the historical archives of public bodies 
•the private archives declared of “cultural interest”. 

The declaration of cultural interest is a notification given to the owner of 
the archives by the Ministry, that equalizes the declared private archives 
to the public ones (art.13). 

For the Code of the cultural and landscape heritage 
the Italian archives are among the national heritage 

(art.10) and “places of culture” (art.110).

* *  *



Part 2/3
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

The Code contains regulations about the protection, safeguard, enhancement of 
the archives and obligations about their preservation, management, access 

Some of these protections and obligations are the following:

•The archives cannot be dismembered. (art.20)
•The disposal operations are subject to the authorisation of the Ministry (art.21)
•Proprietor of archives (public and declared) conserve and organize their 
archives and compile an inventory of their historical archives consisting of 
documents relating to matters concluded over forty years ago” (art.30) 
•The directors of archives could receive documents from private owners on 
gratuitous loan for the purpose of permitting its enjoyment by the public (art.44). 
•Access to archive for the purposes of reading, study or research is free of charge 
(art.103) For the private archives, users have to ask a permission to the 
superintendent (art.104).
•To be continued…



Part 2/4
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

•…
•The documents kept in the archives may be freely consulted 
•Those declared confidential, relative to the foreign and domestic policies of the 
State, may be consulted fifty years after their date 
•The term is seventy years if the information is such as to reveal state of health, 
sexual experiences and orientation or private family relationships 
•Also the current archives can be consulted for historical purposes when there is 
no prejudice to the provisions of the law on access to public administration 
access.



Part 2/5
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

The Historical Archives of the Bank of Italy

The mission

•To preserve and make available the historical documents 
preserved,
•To define the Institute’s archival policies 
•To select the documents for disposal 
•To collaborate to design and manage the new correspondence 
procedure



Part 2/6
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

The Historical Archives of the Bank of Italy

The data

•The Historical Archives of the Bank of Italy comprises the documents 
produced or generated by the Institute in whatever capacity (including papers 
received in trust) and destined for permanent conservation. The documents 
pertain to affairs concluded over forty years ago.

•The documents in the Historical archives  consists of textual records, 
photographs and multimedia documents (oral and audiovisual material).

•The Archives hold more than 100 million documents occupying 15.5 km. The 
period covered by the records is 1562-1998 but the greatest concentration of 
documents is for the period 1860-1960.



Part 2/7
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

The Historical Archives of the Bank of Italy

The data

•Archives use the information technology in computer cataloguing and in 
document digitalization. 

•Computer cataloguing began in 1988. At the moment, the database for 
consultation has more than 260,000 archival descriptions. 
•Digitalization began in 1996. At present some 18 million documents are 
available in digital form, 34% of the total. Users can navigate freely 
through the database and digitally consult the papers they are interested 
in. 

•At the moment the Archives data base can only be consulted in our reading 
room in Rome. We are working for making it available on the web.



Part 2/8
The Italian Archives under the Code of the cultural and 

landscape heritage

The Historical Archives of the Bank of Italy

The practise and the law

All the provisions of the current law on cultural heritage are among the tasks 
performed by the Historical Archives of the Bank of Italy.
We:

•ensure the best conditions for the utilization of the archives (art.6)
•perform the disposal operations subject to the authorization of the 
Ministry (art.21)
•order and create inventories of the documents (art.30)
•accept collections and archives in order to permit their enjoyment by the 
public (art.44)
•guarantee the free access to the public (art.103)
•and the consultation of the records under art.122

Every other info is available at the following web address: 
http://www.bancaditalia.it/serv_pubblico/elenco-dei-servizi/doc_storici

http://www.bancaditalia.it/serv_pubblico/elenco-dei-servizi/doc_storici


Part 3/1
Regulations about the retention period of some documents 

in financial institutions

In this last section we are going to make references to 
regulations about the retention period of some documents in 
financial institutions and about the “obligatory books” 
commercial companies have to hold under the law. 

We also will have a look at an interesting tool 
“Guidelines for the selection of documents in the bank 
archives”, written by an Italian working group formed by 
representatives from ABI, Bank of Italy and some 
commercial banks in 2004.



Part 3/2
Regulations about the retention period of some documents 

in financial institutions

In different Italian laws we can find some regulations relating to specific kind of 
records produced and/or received by a financial or commercial company:

Here we have some examples:
•Under the Anti laundering money law , banks and  financial intermediaries 
must keep clients records concerning the prevention of money laundering  for 10 
years (D.L. 231/2007)
•Under the Civil Code, every merchant must keep for 10 years the commercial 
business records, the accounts records, receipts, ledgers and commercial 
correspondence (incoming and outgoing), and the “mandatory books (registers 
where operations are reported). Some kind of companies must keep also other 
corporate books: the libro dei soci (the shareholders register), the libro delle 
obbligazioni (a register where the amount of all the bonds issued is reported), 
and the Libri delle adunanze e delle deliberazioni (registers of the minutes of  
meetings of the corporate bodies, such as shareholders, the board of 
directors…). When a company closes, these books must be kept for ten years 
more. (CC artt. 2214, 2220, 2421 e 2496).
• to be continued…



Part 3/3
Regulations about the retention period of some documents 

in financial institutions

•…
•Under the Consolidated law on Banking (Testo Unico Bancario D.L.385/1993) 
a client can have copies of every operation on his/her account for the last 10 
years. So, the banks have to maintain all the records about clients operation for 
at least such period.
•Under the Dormant accounts law (DPR 116/2007) a savings account showing 
no activity for ten years must be closed but only after the banks has tried to 
contact the owner. Also in this case the institution cannot discard the records 
about an account before the ten years of inactivity.



Part 3/4
Regulations about the retention period of some documents 

in financial institutions

In Italy we don’t have a legal tool where all the records produced by a 
financial institution are listed; neither we have, of course, a disposal list or 
retention schedule for such records.

Ten years ago the Archival Superintendent for Lazio proposed  to 
create a tool to help archivists in financial institutions to better perform the 
delicate and crucial act of retaining or discarding records.

A working group, composed by the Italian Banking Association (ABI), 
the Bank of Italy and some commercial banks (CR Firenze, Banca Monte dei 
Paschi di Siena, Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, Sanpaolo Imi, UniCredit),  
elaborated the “Guideline for disposal in banks”
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